P8700  PURPLE HEARTS  (USA, 1984)
(Other titles: Dimensione inferno; Einmal zur Holle und zuruck)

Credits: director, Sidney J. Furie ; writers, Rick Natkin, Sidney J. Furie.
Cast: Ken Wahl, Cheryl Ladd, Stephen Lee, David Harris.
Summary: War romance in South Vietnam and Washington State in the 1970s.
Navy nurse Deborah Solomon (Ladd) is the woman that Navy doctor Don
Jardian (Wahl) finds in his moment of greatest despair. She's the first thing
about Vietnam that makes any sense to him and he'll do anything to be with
her. So Jardian breaks the soldier's prime rule of survival - he volunteers and
finds himself trapped in VC territory with no way back to 'the world.'
Deborah presumes him dead, but they are reunited at a VA hospital in
Washington State where they both end up working after the war.
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